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Illiteracy
The literal interpretation of the scriptures
Integrating African traditional religion into Christianity

Effects of the charlatan syndrome
Denial of science
Blinding faith
The desire to align all conditions to the written scripture
Delusion from understanding medical conditions

The Covid-19 wave created a new generation of misinformation by religious leaders of the
Pentecostal churches. They reintroduced an old flame witnessed in the past when Ebola and
HIV/AIDS were relatively new concepts. Pentecostal preachers identified with charismatic
preaching amplified by the rise of televangelism have been a significant source of misinformation
for their congregants. Propaganda such as the cause of the disease, its intention, political aspects
in play, and how spiritual intervention will save members of the specific churches. Ironically, some
Pentecostal televangelists like T.B Joshua have passed away from the same disease they severely
preached against. 
They are using broadcasting mediums such as TV- and Radio-stations. Internet sources like social
media websites and general websites were also instrumental in spreading the information. 

The reasons for spreading misinformation include:

The situation also occurred due to:

These are some factors that have led to misinformation on such matters.

ABSTRACT
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The emergence of the COVID-19 virus in China and successive spread to the rest of the globe
has experienced spiritualisation by Pentecostal movements. This scenario has seen the disease no
longer viewed as a biomedical condition but rather a spiritual matter. If we are focused on Africa,
there has been widespread spiritualisation of the disease in most countries, including Nigeria,
Zimbabwe, Tanzania, and Malawi. The rise of the pandemic triggered the birth of a new
indoctrination that interpreted the disease as one of the plagues that were meant to wipe out the
sinners away from the earth. Interestingly, many Pentecostal believers have bought the idea to
the point of disregarding medical directives issued by the World Health Organization (WHO) and
the respective health ministries. This misinformation can be credited to the existence of naive
masses affiliated with the faith, low levels of education, and to an extent, the desire to believe in
the  religious significance of the disease.

     This occurrence has increased in evangelists and other religious leaders across the continent
demonising the disease. The implementation of this perception by the members of Pentecostal
churches can be ascribed to the role that some political leaders played in all this. The former
Tanzanian President Magufuli describes COVID-19 as "Shetani", meaning the devil. Consequently,
he pushed religious leaders to intensify their prayers to overturn the devil's hold on the world
(figure 1). 

      A famous Zimbabwean evangelist named Emmanuel Makandiwa (figure 2) has been in the
attention spreading the teachings of salvation from the disease. Nigeria has a fair share of
churches that spread this misinformation, including the Mountain of Holy Ghost Intervention
Church, the Christ Embassy, and the Synagogue Church of All Nations led by the late Bishop T.B
Joshua. (figure 3) Notably, the above-stated churches are classified as mega, having thousands
of church memberships and millions in viewership. They mainly used the main avenues to spread
misinformation through television broadcasting. This is primarily attributed to the closure of
churches and the potential mass viewing associated with the medium. 
Misinformation by Pentecostal churches has a history with previous medical cases that have
ravaged the continent and the world. One of the major diseases that faced such denial leading to
misinformation for years was Ebola and HIV. 

INTRODUCTION
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Ebola was publicised in the religious setting of such churches as being a curse from God due to
immorality such as homosexuality. It was a call for the people to repent their sins. During the 2014
wave of Ebola infections, over a hundred Christian leaders collectively termed the disease as a
plague from God to manifest his anger. [1]  reflected the same situation in other African countries
such as Sierra Leone. 
Almost every country in Africa plagued by the flourishing of Pentecostal churches had a religious
leader who was at the forefront denying the medical ground of the contributing causes of Ebola. 

        In the past, when HIV was in its early years before being fully understood, there were cases
of religious leaders who claimed that they could intervene for the patients as it was a curse
descended on them out of sin. Pentecostal churches were at the forefront of denying the medical
ties associated with the disease to the point of some claiming that they could effectively cure the
disease. Judging on the history of Pentecostal church leaders, it is expected that they would
react that way when the COVID-19 pandemic hit, and they are bound to repeat the same in a
pandemic. 

The Spread of COVID-19 (Mis)information by the Pentecostal Movement in Africa by Jean-Eric Visser.
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[1]  Washingtonpost, https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/religion/is-ebola-a-curse-from-god-some-african-christian-leaders-
think-so/2014/08/11/8a0774fe-2185-11e4-8b10-7db129976abb_story.html, Geraadpleegd op 2/1/2022.

Figure 1 Former Tanzanian president Magufuli.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/DBEs-kdw-ZY?feature=oembed
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Figure 2 Famous Zimbabwean evangelist Emmanuel Makandiwa.

Figure 3 Late Bishop T.B Joshua.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/xgJQVMIDHYE?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/vkAB85PMBuE?feature=oembed
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 A particular emphasis will be applied when selecting interest countries to ensure good variety for
a fair representation of the results. This objective will consider the audience reached using the
medium and how it affected their view of the pandemic. This will consider the belief system
between the churches and their followers. Church leaders will be a primary objective in getting
information on the Church's position.

    The second objective for this paper will be to evaluate the kind of misinformation spread by
the churches. This will require specifying the words and symbols used in applying that
information. The speakers will also be identified and evaluated to determine their role in the
Church and how they represent the opinion of the Church. This is important to ensure that the
idea of the Church is not believed. At the same time, the speaker has no authority to discuss the
Church's affairs. This approach will ensure the argument's credibility by focusing on the details in
question. This objective will be further heightened by identifying how various statements (or a
combination) of misinformation impacted the response to the Covid-Pandemic and the current
status. 

    The third objective of this paper is to understand the interests of the Pentecostal churches
and preachers behind the spreading of misinformation to its church members. Are there
hidden benefits that they are set to obtain from the start? Does their church members push for
that and other similar agendas? The position of the Church in the specific countries will also be
reviewed to determine whether there are struggles between the churches and the government
triggering such reactions. This objective is essential for certifying that the underlying reason
behind this issue is chosen for a more straightforward clarification of the motive.

     

The Pentecostal movements have created a massive position in the African Religion setup due to
their charismatic presence. While this is visibly seen as a good sign in pushing Christianity in the
territory, there are misinformation concerns on many issues. People have been victims of the
recent spread of misinformation in many African countries hosting Pentecostal churches. This has
increased the population's vulnerability and has revealed a critical role that such churches play,
hence the need to be closely monitored. Unluckily, this is not the first time a virus has
experienced such a welcome. The purpose of this paper will be three-fold to understand the
spread of COVID-19 (mis)information powered by the Pentecostal churches. 
The first objective will be to identify some Pentecostal churches and their mediums to spread
this information. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS PAPER AND HYPOTHESIS.ii.

The Spread of COVID-19 (Mis)information by the Pentecostal Movement in Africa by Jean-Eric Visser.
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These objectives will seek to build up information on the case to build upon previous research.
This will also lead to building upon prior knowledge on the role of Pentecostal churches in
regional and global pandemics such as HIV/AIDS and Ebola that have occurred in the past. I
hope this paper will also set the ground to define how these Pentecostal churches can be
positively and effectively utilised in the African communities of my research with a positive
impact.

    A particular emphasis will be applied when selecting interest countries to ensure good variety
for a fair representation of the results. This objective will consider the audience reached using the
medium and how it affected their view of the pandemic. This will consider the belief system
between the churches and their followers. Church leaders will be a primary objective in getting
information on the Church's position.

    The second objective for this paper will be to evaluate the kind of misinformation spread by
the churches. This will require specifying the words and symbols used in applying that
information. The speakers will also be identified and evaluated to determine their role in the
Church and how they represent the opinion of the Church. This is important to ensure that the
idea of the Church is not believed. At the same time, the speaker has no authority to discuss the
Church's affairs. This approach will ensure the argument's credibility by focusing on the details in
question. This objective will be further heightened by identifying how various statements (or a
combination) of misinformation impacted the response to the Covid-Pandemic and the current
status. 

    The third objective of this paper is to understand the interests of the Pentecostal churches
and preachers behind the spreading of misinformation to its church members. Are there
hidden benefits that they are set to obtain from the start? Does their church members push for
that and other similar agendas? The position of the Church in the specific countries will also be
reviewed to determine whether there are struggles between the churches and the government
triggering such reactions. This objective is essential for certifying that the underlying reason
behind this issue is chosen for a more straightforward clarification of the motive.

     These objectives will seek to build up information on the case to build upon previous research.
This will also lead to building upon prior knowledge on the role of Pentecostal churches in
regional and global pandemics such as HIV/AIDS and Ebola that have occurred in the past. I
hope this paper will also set the ground to define how these Pentecostal churches can be
positively and effectively utilised in the African communities of my research with a positive
impact.

The Spread of COVID-19 (Mis)information by the Pentecostal Movement in Africa by Jean-Eric Visser.
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The methodology utilised in a study refers to how data is collected and analysed to attain the set
objectives. The research methodology depends significantly on the subject in question and data
availability. A research method can utilise quantitative or qualitative methods depending on the
purpose. The topic on COVID-19 misinformation in Africa has little statistical data but instead
relies on presenting the finding in well-detailed description utilising words and photographic
evidence. Data to be used for this paper will originate majorly from scholarly articles, social media
posts, and videos from websites like YouTube. Scholarly articles will give the basis for
understanding the issue in the context of a scholar. At the same time, the other source of data will
serve as a source for backing information for arguments. 

      For my collection of research data, I used a total of fifteen research materials. These include
scholarly articles, websites, blogs, and images from mainstream media. I will describe significant
findings in articles, compare, and analyse the information to make a substantive conclusion. The
chosen technique will primarily focus on written presentations to convey the collected data.

METHODOLOGY.iii.

The Spread of COVID-19 (Mis)information by the Pentecostal Movement in Africa by Jean-Eric Visser.
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The Google search engine will be collected from different websites and categorised based on the
research objective. This translates to the techniques, planning, collection, and analysis of the data
utilised in the research plan. The primary source of information will be sources for scholarly
articles, news from the media, workable social media posts, and videos from websites such as
YouTube or those belonging to the Church in question. Google scholar was crucial in obtaining
sustainable scholarly articles ranging from general COVID-19 articles to technical articles that
aimed at understanding the role played by Pentecostal churches in Africa during the pandemic
period. Websites and other blogs were essential in providing data that could not otherwise be
obtained from scholarly articles. The websites offered important information, such as video links
to sites where Pentecostal churches pastors were quoted giving misleading information.
 
    Once all the data was collected from the above-described media, the task was to group them
based on the information they provided. A majority of the data collected was from written articles,
quote pictures, videos, and in some examples, numerical data on infection rates following primary
pastoral campaigns hosted by these churches. The information was then reviewed to evaluate
which section of the research topic they filled best. Once this was done, the findings were
presented with a critical focus on similarities and supporting articles used to create arguments on
a chosen hypothesis. Remarkably, no primary data was collected as the research objectives
benefited from readily available data. The geographical scale of the research area could not help
the direct collection of data, hence the confidence on data collected in specific countries by the
suitable participants.

RESEARCH PROJECT.iv.

TARGET GROUPS AND DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES.v.
The research topic was based on a continental scale and was not limited to any particular
country. However, African countries have a high concentration of Pentecostal churches,
including Nigeria, Tanzania, and Liberia. This means that more attention was paid to these
countries, but this is not an indication of prejudice. Data collection techniques simplify this
process by picking representative examples from various countries. This shows that particular
importance was laid on creating a substantial collection of research material based on African
regions. The frequency of occurrence based on African countries was ignored, favouring a
majority representation of the region's Pentecostal movement in the African continent. 

The Spread of COVID-19 (Mis)information by the Pentecostal Movement in Africa by Jean-Eric Visser.
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I have analysed the data involved in classifying and categorising data to draw a possible pattern.
The purpose of patterns enabled me to make a possible conclusion. By creating a topic due to
related results from different articles, I was allowed to develop a basis for this discussion, and
eventually, I could produce my conclusion. Data that I discovered that were non-corresponding
to the criteria I had set to make specific claims were consciously left out, giving room for data
analysis that was proven to be important in developing my position. This, however, does not
imply conflicting data was eliminated to create uniformity. 

DATA ANALYSIS.vi.

The names of Pentecostal evangelists used in the research only validate claims and not for the
humiliation or stereotyping of any kind. Considering the current stereotyping sensitivity, I have
made a careful effort to ensure that personal opinion was not expressed in constructing claims.
Data collected was also double-checked to ensure that this research paper did not reflect
prejudice in the analysis from a secondary source.

ETHICAL ISSUES DURING RESEARCH.vii.

The Spread of COVID-19 (Mis)information by the Pentecostal Movement in Africa by Jean-Eric Visser.
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1.1 Literature review.
The outbreak of COVID-19 manifested the huge religious following in Africa with a specific accent
on the apostolic Church. Considering the rise of misinformation during the COVID-19 epidemic, it
is evident that a church system is an efficient tool for public education. The outbreak played a
significant role in testing the strength of most establishments within the African continent. The
Church was critical as it was an important turning point for most religious people. The onset of
the disease in the African continent was in Nigeria and shortly after that spread throughout the
continent, leading to lockdowns, curfews, and prohibition of social gatherings [2]

[2]  J. FiifiFosu-Ankraha & A.K. Amoako-Gyampah, ‘Prophetism in the wake of a pandemic: Charismatic Christianity, conspiracy theories,
and the Coronavirus outbreak in Africa’, Research in Globalisation (2021) 3.

MISINFORMATION ABOUT COVID-19 SPREAD BY PENTECOSTAL CHURCHES.
1.

     The role those Pentecostal religious institutions played in Nigeria at the onset of COVID-19 and
its related restrictions is closely connected to the religious nature of the country. The cultural
influence is deeply rooted among African communities encouraging the belief that unnatural
diseases have a spiritual meaning [3] This closely intertwines with what religion dictates on the
punishment of human beings based on the brutalities committed.  

     K. Marshall highlights that Christianity and Islam are the key religions practised. The same
dynamics also back HIV occurrence in South Africa in Nigeria [4]  The role of evil spirits and
supernatural powers is blamed for the infection. This results in stigmatisation since associating
with HIV-infected people welcomes the spirits associated with the supernatural signs. Countries
such as Liberia that have been regularly affected by Ebola have developed a close association
with witchcraft. This has resulted in magical cures such as holy water to heal the infection and fail
terribly. Neighbouring countries such as Nigeria that have appreciated the medical explanation of
a virus being the leading cause have, over the past, experienced a low mortality rate. The
suppression of infection was achieved in less than three months as suitable approaches were
taken.

[3]  U. Aduh, M.O. Folayan, ‘Risk perception, public health interventions, and Covid-19 pandemic control in sub-Saharan Africa’. Journal
of Public Health in Africa (2021).

[4]  K. Marshall, ‘Roles of religious actors in the West African Ebola response’, Development in Practice, 27(5) (2017) 622-633.

The Spread of COVID-19 (Mis)information by the Pentecostal Movement in Africa by Jean-Eric Visser.
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 Interestingly, despite past experiences with similar diseases, many Nigerians observed or
interviewed believed a spiritual attachment was associated with the disease (figure 4). Many
people who had religious associations thought that there was a spiritual connection between the
existence of the disease. Based on that background, E.C. Ossay sets to investigate how Nigerians
responded to the entry of COVID-19 since it was a new type that had no previous associations. 

     Spiritual leaders within Nigeria had played a critical role in guiding church members that the
spread of the disease was a sign from the heavens. Some religious leaders were quoted severally
referencing the disease with the antichrist and the second coming of Christ. This prompted most
believers to disregard medical guidelines issued or seek spiritual interventions when sick. The
article concludes by identifying that there can never be a peaceful coexistence between
medicine and misinformed religious beliefs [5]

      There was the general feeling among the clergy of the churches that the disease sought to
challenge the abilities and to work of the holy spirit. This triggered a reaction to prove that the
sacred spirit worked within them to signify true calling. Clerical leaders were also desperate to
determine that scriptural plagues described would still take place in the modern-day. Following
the supporting knowledge based on their formation, these charismatic Pentecostal churches are
motivated to prove that the holy spirit works through them. 

     Naturally, the first step was to acknowledge that God played a significant role in the plague
(COVID-19). It was a means of seeking sorrow from the sinners. This was then followed by the
need to show skills manifested in prophetic leaders to heal people who had submitted to the will
of God. According to Ossai, religious believers associated with these churches are prejudiced to
seek healing from payers rather than hospitals. Flamboyant preachers linked to the Pentecostal
churches went as far as declaring the end of the disease. Prophet T.B Joshua is described as the
end date of the illness as 27th March of 2019, which never came to pass. Ossai further discusses
other specific cases of Pentecostal church leaders who were subjected to humiliation following
the failure of their prophecy. Healing crusades failed, resulting in the death of famous political and
religious leaders, further damaging their reputation. This was later followed by reduced followers
who followed the conventional medical way. [6]

[5]  E.C. Ossai, ‘It is the antichrist. Can't you see? Perceptions of COVID-19 among Nigeria's Christians and the religion—health’ Studies in
World Christianity, 27(1) (2021) 48-64.

[6]  J. FiifiFosu-Ankraha & A.K. Amoako-Gyampah, ‘Prophetism in the wake of a pandemic: Charismatic Christianity, conspiracy theories,
and the Coronavirus outbreak in Africa’, Research in Globalisation (2021) 3.

The Spread of COVID-19 (Mis)information by the Pentecostal Movement in Africa by Jean-Eric Visser.



Spiritual leaders spread information that God's anger was the cause of the disease. Religious
leaders blamed immorality such as homosexuality as the cause of the pandemic. Marshall
discusses that the religious participants played another role during that period was the supposed
healing of the sick. Locals were often found in churches and other prayers in their quest for
healing, which was triggered by the belief that the matter was strictly religious and that only
forgiveness would liberate them. The fiasco only ended after losing so many lives forcing the
government and other external groups to intervene. This was aided by the public display of the
failure of spiritual means and prayers for the sick to seek medical help. [7]

      E. Chirume & N. Kaseke’s research underlines the state of the pandemic in Zimbabwe. Their
research strategy sought to understand how the citizens responded to the spread of the disease.
Among some of the findings from the research was that the disease was closely associated with
ancient prophecies or other conspiracy theories surrounding the issue. The article indicates that
during the onset of the COVID-19, there were many theories on how the disease came to be and
the remedies that can be utilised to reduce its spread. Some of the significant conspiracy theory
rumours were that the disease was manufactured to wipe out the poor or was attributed to being
the beast's mark (as described in the holy bible) [8]

      There was another theory at the onset of the spread of the disease in China and the European
nations. There was a substantive delay in the disease spreading into the African continent,
promoting that Africans were immune to the disease. Some of the misinformation was that eating
specific foods or drinks would prevent a person from being infected, as witnessed in Bangladesh.
Conspiracy theories in communicating were a significant issue in the fight against the spread of
disease. 

The Spread of COVID-19 (Mis)information by the Pentecostal Movement in Africa by Jean-Eric Visser.
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[7]  K. Marshall, ‘Roles of religious actors in the West African Ebola response’, Development in Practice, 27(5) (2017) 622-633.

[8]  E.N. Chirume & N. Kaseke, ‘Narratives of the Coronavirus Pandemic: Conspiracies, Prophesies, Punishment, Curse, Remedies, Stigma
And Prejudice’, The fountain journal of interdisciplinary studies: special issue on covid-19, 4(1) (2020).

Figure 4 Nigerian spiritual leaders.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/S18-xIi-4cE?feature=oembed
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1.2 Research results.
There is a wide range of misinformation that has been circulated in the African continent since the
onset of The COVID-19 pandemic. This ranges from when it was yet to affect the continent, its
initial detection, and the successive outbreaks. Conspiracy theories, prophesies, and possible
remedies were some aspects of the pandemic pushed by Pentecostal churches, according to
Chirume [9] Conspiracies prophesy remedies, stigma, and prejudice are objects with a frequency
of 20, 25, 15, and 16% from collected data. [10] The authors give a statistical description of
Zimbabwe as of June to indicate that the disease was still rising. The article concludes by
appreciating the negative role. Pentecostal churches have played in Zimbabwe by spreading
misinformation. 

      The above data showed the frequency of responses when an interviewee pointed to what he
believes causes COVID-19. Prophesies were used collectively to describe punishments and
curses from God. Prophesies were spread by Pentecostal churches owing to the wrongful
interpretation of the bible on the fury of God and the end of days. These churches also provided
home remedies such as local herbs and prayers. [11] 

      An article published by a blog [12] explores how preachers in the churches under question are
quoted terming the disease as a "spiritual force of evil." Such statements originate from religious
leaders perplexed efforts to push people into following the health guidelines and protocols. A
religious leader identified as Prophet Makandiwa supported the widespread declaration by
introducing the concept of Pentecostal exceptionalism (figure 5). He convinced church members
that they were in the right place of worship, and he would negotiate for them to be spared from
the fury of God. The emergence of such religious leaders led to a scenario where the people
were engaged in a spiritual war instead of actively interrupting the series of infections.

[10]  Idem, 13.

[11]  idem, 16.

[12]  Theconversation.com, https://theconversation.com/pentecostals-and-the-spiritual-war-against-coronavirus-in-africa-137424,
Consulted op 3/12/2021. 

[9]  E.N. Chirume & N. Kaseke, ‘Narratives of the Coronavirus Pandemic: Conspiracies, Prophesies, Punishment, Curse, Remedies, Stigma
And Prejudice’, The fountain journal of interdisciplinary studies: special issue on covid-19, 4(1) (2020).

The Spread of COVID-19 (Mis)information by the Pentecostal Movement in Africa by Jean-Eric Visser.
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Apart from spreading misinformation about the disease, the leaders encouraged their
congregants to meet up at designated places for special prayers against the disease. 
These actions endanger the church members' lives as gathering in enclosed areas is categorised
as one of the super-spreaders of the virus. The article repeats the available potential within the
Pentecostal Church that would be beneficial to the healthcare system that evaluated strategies
can utilise. Public health should use the communication channel and trigger medically accurate
information while also generating collaborative care preaching in the institutions. 

     Nigerian Pentecostal churches were a significant contributor to the wrongful interpretation of
the doctrine as it demonstrated outwardness and of the human scale. The theological
expectation of prophecy exposure should be spiritual and not manifested in basic human ways.
According to the article, the spread of massive information without filtering what was accurate
from wrong happened in most Pentecostal churches in the country. Franklin Ndifo, a popular
Cameroonian pastor, was reported dead after many announcements that incited church
members from observing COVID-19 protocols such as handwashing and wearing masks. [13]
(figure 6). The irony is that he was reported to have died of the same disease that he did not
believe could be prevented by those strategies but rather by prayer.

      There were widespread incidents where the clergy in Pentecostal churches advised their
church members to resist the actions being put in place by the health ministry and global
agencies. This was followed by spiritual advice offering alternative methods of resisting the
disease. According to the article, church members were advised to intensify their prayers to
ensure they were not affected. The disease was sent as a cleansing flame to wipe out the sinners
[14]  Believers were, in some incidents, asked not to be afraid of COVID-19 since they were not
the target. This spreading of misinformation was endangering their lives and creating connections
for the faster spreading of the disease. 

     Political issues were also brought up in Pentecostal churches to demystify the existence of the
virus. In denial, Pentecostal churches developed theories of possible needs by foreign
governments to dominate the world. [15]  The denial was edged on the assumption that it was a
made-up disease geared at scaring people. The argument was further reinforced following the
installation of lockdowns and curfews. Some religious leaders used this event to dramatise how
power would be combined with the rest of the world still hiding (figure 7). There were campaigns
to force African governments such as Kenya to end the bans as the churches argued statistical
data broadcasted was non-existent. Barua states that this information was later faulted when the
disease spread across the nation. The spreaders of this information witnessed COVID-19 infected
people. 

[13]  A.U. Ufearoh, ‘COVID-19 pandemic and the infodemic of discordant prophecies in Nigeria’, Journal of African Studies and
Sustainable Development, 3(12) (2020) 164.

[14]  O.Y. Olonade & C.O. Adetunde, ‘Coronavirus pandemic and spirituality in southwest Nigeria: A sociological analysis’, NCBI, 7(3)
(2021).

[15]  Z. Barua & S. Barua, ‘Effects of misinformation on COVID-19 individual responses and recommendations for the resilience of
disastrous consequences of misinformation’, Progress in Disaster Science (2020) 8.
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The onset of Covid marked a challenging period for agencies and governments pushing for mass
vaccination initiatives. There was formidable resistance that still exists in some societies today.
There have been reports of propaganda by Pentecostal churches in Africa and the rest of the
world. A post published on theconveration.com highlighted remarkable resistance from the
Destiny church and other New Zealand churches. [16] The onset of Covid marked a challenging
period for agencies and governments pushing for mass vaccination initiatives. There was
formidable resistance that still exists in some societies today. There have been reports of
propaganda by Pentecostal churches in Africa and the rest of the world. A post published on
theconveration.com highlighted remarkable resistance from the Destiny church and other New
Zealand churches

[16]  Theconversation.com, https://theconversation.com/spirit-of-resistance-why-destiny-church-and-other-new-zealand-
pentecostalists-oppose-lockdowns-and-vaccination-170193, Consulted op 6/12/2021.

Figure 5 'Prophet' Makandiwa.

https://theconversation.com/spirit-of-resistance-why-destiny-church-and-other-new-zealand-pentecostalists-oppose-lockdowns-and-vaccination-170193
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WCQhuh3KDg
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Figure 6 Franklin Ndifo, a popular Cameroonian pastor.

Figure 7 Political issues were also brought up in Pentecostal churches.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/hsDXTFRIRjU?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/bwouuJrRz2o?feature=oembed
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2.1 Literature review.
Whereas the rest of the world was racing towards developing a vaccine and possibly a cure for
Covid-19, several African nations were engaged in spiritual warfare against the disease. This
reaction was caused by the misinterpretation of the bible by Pentecostal church leaders. This was
also triggered by the similarities between the African traditional society beliefs and modern-day
Christianity preached by Pentecostal churches. The belief in supernatural powers plays a critical
role in informing a decision. However, in these cases, misinformation occurred, leading to
disrupted efforts to control the pandemic. 

[17]  E.C. Ossai, ‘It is the antichrist. Can't you see? Perceptions of COVID-19 among Nigeria's Christians and the religion—health’ Studies
in World Christianity, 27(1) (2021) 48-64.

CHANNELS USED FOR MISINFORMATION.

2.

     Pentecostal churches in the African countries with a specific interest in Liberia played a critical
role in triggering the rapid infection rates. Notably, religious leaders affiliated with Pentecostal
churches formed a united front in explaining the cause of the plague and how could it be
prevented. [17]

      Notably, the significant factors highlighted by the article of Marshall that are responsible for
the different reactions to an infectious disease are culture, religion, and to an extent, poverty. [18]  
The three factors are closely related since poverty levels are directly related to the church-going
rates. According to Marshall, poor people are more likely to attend church services for healing
sessions as they have limited spending ability for proper healthcare.

      The research of Abduh yielded a finding that African communities were well prepared to
adopt medical health directions through the same channels used to spread misinformation.
Localised communication channels are highly effective when pushing for an unpopular decision.
[19]

[18]  K. Marshall, ‘Roles of religious actors in the West African Ebola response’, Development in Practice, 27(5) (2017) 622-633.

[19]  U. Aduh, M.O. Folayan, ‘Risk perception, public health interventions, and Covid-19 pandemic control in sub-Saharan Africa’. Journal
of Public Health in Africa (2021).
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      The people's reactions to the pandemic include strategies inspired by cultural or religious
views by seeking protection or healing by supernatural means. Chirume & Kasake explain that this
situation existed as a lack of consistent, accurate information from health departments. [20]
Some interviewees' responses indicated a general feeling of mistrust for medical science and its
abilities. The general feeling is that it is a medical disease that can be avoided by taking the
necessary protective actions outlined. Human nature requires an explanation of activities
surrounding them, and as a result, developed a reasonable theory for the situation. Chirume
concludes the article by using recent findings after COVID-19 succeeded for a long time,
allowing the country's government and other health organisations to oversee public sensitisation.
[21]  This has significantly reduced the conspiracy theories associated with the disease. 

     The function of religion in educating the masses against COVID-19 is critical and needs to be
emphasised in the African setting. This follows the understanding by Ugandan researchers that
the nature of solid communities was heavily dependent on getting opinions from the clergy on
this position. Further, Echoru felt that the beliefs and responses of ordinary citizens could
significantly be influenced by providing medical information through the religious hierarchy. [22]
According to the research, the interviewees grouped by religion acknowledged the presence of
COVID-19 and expressed knowledge of its symptoms. This includes 72% of interviewed Muslims
and 70% protestant church members. Obedience to public health measures such as Isolation,
curfews, and lockdowns appeared to rough 66% of the interviewed Muslims wrongly. The
research also placed 64% of interviewed Christians viewing the donning of facemasks as
unreasonable. [23]  The representative example used for this research indicated that religion was
a crucial authority in the quest to beat the virus. Engaging religious leaders is an effective way of
controlling religious people.

     Research conducted by Barua sought to understand how misinformation on COVID-19
affected individuals and its roles in speeding up the infection rates. The study involved
administering questionaries to a sample representative of a varied population. There were
significant findings of evidence of misinformation across the board. General, social media was
instrumental in the spread of such information. Word of mouth is also a significant player in
spreading information. 
Furthermore, Barua encouraged governments and other health authorities to be consistent with
the information as inconsistency was crucial in spreading misinformation by conspiracy theories.
The article of Barua emphasises the need to utilise community-based organisations in reaching
out to the communities as they provide an authority figure that the people trust. [24]

[20]  E.N. Chirume & N. Kaseke, ‘Narratives of the Coronavirus Pandemic: Conspiracies, Prophesies, Punishment, Curse, Remedies,
Stigma And Prejudice’, The fountain journal of interdisciplinary studies: special issue on covid-19, 4(1) (2020).

[21]  Idem.

[23]  Idem.
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[24]  Z. Barua & S. Barua, ‘Effects of misinformation on COVID-19 individual responses and recommendations for the resilience of
disastrous consequences of misinformation’, Progress in Disaster Science (2020), 8.

[22]  I. Echoru, K. Iceland Kasozi, I. Michael Usman et al., Religion Influences Community Adherence to COVID-19 Guidelines in Uganda,
18 August 2020 (2020).
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[25]  [1] BBC, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-57388592, Consulted on 12/12/2021. 
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2.2 Research results.
Pentecostal churches are known for their charismatic gestures in organising church services. Their
delivery, coupled with essential communication mediums, has seen their meteoric rise over the
last decade. This has led to the flourishing of these churches and domination compared to older
churches that have a global base. The advent of COVID-19 saw an ejection of local TV and radio
stations dedicated to these churches' broadcasting content. The restrictions of the traditional
mass services provided an opportunity for these churches to tap into the church members’
belonging to other denominations. The gathering restrictions on most parts of the African
continent provided mixed results. There was a chance to reach wider audiences while losing the
traditional services in churches.
          
       Local TV stations were a powerful medium used to broadcast their readings. As a result, it
served as a medium for misinformation to spread. This period saw the birth of influential
televangelists such as T.B Joshua of Nigeria, Rev. Lucy Natasha of Kenya, and prophet
Makandiwa (figure 8). The inability to preach in front of a real audience in a building created a
new form that strengthened the existing standards of televangelism. This medium proved to be
highly effective as the viewership was at an all-time high as a minimal number of people attended
physical church services. Another factor contributing to its success is a ready market for
information consumption in high demand. The African Pentecostal church member was in
desperate need of knowing the following recommendation offered by the preacher. Ownership
of Television stations triggered the flow of misinformation quickly without censorship. This is
evidenced by Emmanuel tv, owned by the Synagogue, Church of All Nations based in Lagos,
Nigeria, founded by the televangelist T.B Joshua. [25] Such ownership of a satellite broadcasting
station is recognised as his fame and success before his death on the global scale. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-57388592
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[26]  N. Darko-Adjei, M.A. Animante & H. Akussah, ‘Use of social media by leaders of Charismatic churches in Ghana’, Library Philosophy
and Practice (2021).
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 Social media live streaming is a new opportunity that attracted Pentecostal preachers whenever
they felt that the mainstream media was unfairly censoring their content. This medium was
relatively cheap, but it also provided storage avenues for other viewers to interact with the
content. Social media broadcasting has seen the dramatic growth of Facebook pages and other
social platforms associated with the churches. Some of the mainly used platforms include
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and social media sites. Dr Mensa Otabil of the Central Gospel
Church (figure 9), based in Ghana, is recognised as one of the leading Facebook evangelists.
[26] The internet attracts the younger generation, who previously did not religiously attend
church services. However, the introduction of such mediums led to an increase in the number of
youths attending the service. Unfortunately, the utilisation of this newly discovered medium did
not prevent preachers who provided unchecked information on the COVID-19 pandemic from
making statements of provocations. Regular preaching was often intertwined with advice on the
disease, blighted with misinformation. This avenue provided a better opportunity for these
evangelists since censorship is minimal while attracting a large audience. 

       Sites such as privately owned websites provide the best opportunities for unmonitored and
uncontrolled. Churches exploited previously and newly built websites to spread knowledge. This
was done in the form of written blogs and video extracts. These non-conventional avenues
provided new dynamics that were previously non-existent. The ability to regain information and
to interact with site visitors slightly. This ensured that pastoral villages that were no longer
available due to the introduction of construction restrictions could be enjoyed on these platforms.
The freedom associated with these broadcasting avenues played a critical role in increased
misinformation from the Pentecostal churches. Censorship that was lacking in this platform
increased the rate of misinformation. The churches owned full ownership of the sites, and as a
result, controlled all the information that was distributed to their audience. The Pentecostal
churches enjoy a significant advantage on this platform in the long life of uploaded data, reaching
new audiences. 

       Radio stations have been among the least common form of broadcast used by African
evangelists since the onset of the pandemic. The major contributor to this ranking is the
availability of newer and better technology, as discussed above. However, this does not imply
that radio was not used for evangelisation after restrictions at the pandemic onset. African
populations with no access to televisions, computers, and smartphones heavily rely on radios for
information. Some Pentecostal evangelists strategically captured the radio listening audiences
resulting in their domination on those frequencies. 
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Figure 8 Influential televangelist Rev. Lucy Natasha of Kenya.

Figure 9 Dr Mensa Otabil of the Central Gospel Church.
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[26]  N. Darko-Adjei, M.A. Animante & H. Akussah, ‘Use of social media by leaders of Charismatic churches in Ghana’, Library Philosophy
and Practice (2021).

        This medium has been strategically spreading misinformation due to several favourable
factors. Many people using radios live in marginalised areas with minimal contact with the outside
world. This is a significant position as most information on the world outside of their reach can be
availed through this medium. The Televangelists' arguments are therefore almost incomparable
whenever they pass propaganda. These people live under miserable poverty and illiteracy,
making them more compliant to misinformation. The people have limited knowledge on the
matter and cannot double-check the facts. This recipe that creates the medium of broadcasts
makes it an effective tool for spreading misinformation.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/tXUiCsBIqbo?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYDclG_a6Pk
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3.1 Literature review.
Marshall sought to understand religious performers' role when Ebola plagued three West African
counties between 2014 and 2015. Sierra Leone, Guinea, and Liberia were plagued by this
pandemic leading to the loss of about 11,00 lives. [27] According to Marshall, the disease played
an influential role in showing how vulnerable third-world countries in Africa were when faced with
such a challenge. During this period, the health system was tested and confirmed its
ineffectiveness in controlling the pandemic. The condition was only managed by combined
efforts between governments, the world health organisation, and donor organisations.

      Pentecostal religious leaders felt the effect of the disease, and to an extent, ridiculed since
they could not practise what they preached. However, the Church was also endangered as the
disease challenged its impact on the lives of its members. As a result, the famous charismatic
churches were reduced into empty halls for a better part of that year. According to FiifiFosu-
Ankraha & Amoako-Gyampah, most of the data collected during this period, mainly from social
media sites, pointed to the reasons for spreading the misinformation to the insecurities
experienced by Pentecostal church leaders. [28]

       Research by Lee embarked on an analysis of scholarly articles to determine local
communities' role in the aftermath of the pandemic. [29]  The options for the role were grouped
into two; beneficial role versus harmful role. Religious communities across various geographical
locations played vital roles in spreading information about COVID-19. However, the research
found out that religious organisations spreading misinformation negatively influenced the
mindsets of their church members. The articles were reviewed globally, indicating that the case
studies were not limited to a geographical area. South Africa represented the African continent in
the analysis. The research indicated that 71.9% of religious settings played a beneficial role in
limiting the spread of COVID-19.

      The article of Lee did not specify Africa as a continent, making it hard to determine the role of
African clergy on the matter. The research finally indicated that religious structures played a
crucial role in spreading information on COVID-19, and church members highly valued their
input. In comparison, 28.1% were involved in negative roles. [30]

REASONS FOR SPREADING THE MISINFORMATION BY THE PENTECOSTAL CHURCHES.

3.

[29]  M. Lee, H. Lim, M.S. Xavier & E. Lee, ‘A Divine infection: A systematic review on the roles of religious communities during the early
stage of COVID-19’, Journal of Religion and Health (2021).

[28]  J. FiifiFosu-Ankraha & A.K. Amoako-Gyampah, ‘Prophetism in the wake of a pandemic: Charismatic Christianity, conspiracy theories,
and the Coronavirus outbreak in Africa’, Research in Globalisation (2021) 3.

[27]  K. Marshall, ‘Roles of religious actors in the West African Ebola response’, Development in Practice, 27(5) (2017) 624.
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3.2 Research results.

      AU. Ufearoah argues that the reason there is massive misinformation is due to the belief
system that exists in Africa. According to Ufearoah, Christianity in the continent has copied
heavily from their former traditional beliefs. One of the central beliefs manifested in this case is the
existence of the spiritual and physical spheres in harmony. [31] This implies that whatever
happens in the spiritual world can very quickly be experienced in the physical world by using
mediums and the practice of rituals. There is a general belief that selected people can
communicate with the spiritual world, calling for the appreciation and respect for religious
leaders, especially those identifying as prophets. Notably, this information exists across the board,
pushing religious leaders to believe they are chosen. This false identity results in drastic actions
such as announcements on what is required from ‘the underworld’. To an extension, this can be
referred to as the charlatan syndrome. It pushes more religious leaders to give prophecies as the
rest have done it. 

      The literal interpretation of the bible is also cited as a fuelling factor for the cause of
misinformation. This results in the wrongful understanding of what is meant in the scriptures and
what is taught to the church members. The reviewed literature terms this as the rise of
“infodemics” (misinformation). This situation refers to when there is a lot of information available,
including fake fragments. Religious leaders are not all schooled in the ways of theology, leaving
room for them to misunderstand the scripture. Unaware, this is translated to issues affecting their
church members, becoming a significant source of unintentional misinformation. There is a need
for control of the religious ministry to clear out ignorance. 

      Misinterpretation of the bible is closely associated with the widespread belief in Pentecostal
churches that pastors and other religious leaders are direct communicators with the holy spirit.
[32] Therefore, even when a church member feels that published information is not good
enough, he is restricted to following. Identifying church members who do not follow the set-out
instructions may often be termed faithless and even excommunicated. These beliefs tend to
create supermen/ half gods in the form of religious leaders. This is evident from the rise of
megachurches headed by leaders such as T.B Joshua that have a following across the continent.
Religious leaders feel the weight on their shoulders and are forced to make statements that justify
their positions. Over time, there is an overwhelming desire that requires satisfying, hence the rise
of such controversies. 

[31]  A.U. Ufearoh, ‘COVID-19 pandemic and the infodemic of discordant prophecies in Nigeria’, Journal of African Studies and
Sustainable Development, 3(12) (2020) 164.
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Intentional misinformation can also be employed by religious leaders who have hidden motives.
There is a chance of a small percentage of religious leaders pushing a false indoctrination with full
knowledge. This can be triggered by existing tension between the person and the administrative
powers. Anger and the desire for revenge can create a scenario where the general public is used
as collateral damage. It may be rare for such a situation, but the probability cannot be
disregarded altogether. These cases have not been reported, but the likelihood of occurrence
exists. There is a need for church members to avoid such a scenario. 

       Ignorance resulting in arrogance due to the associated power is a cause for misinformation. A
majority of Pentecostal evangelists have no formal training in the field of theology. Human beings
are known for their errors, especially when their powers are not checked. This is a common
scenario in Pentecostal churches whose leaders are founders. Further, there is a general belief
that pastors in these churches are direct messengers of God who engage him. This leads to a
scenario where it is forbidden to question decisions made by the pastors and other clergy
leaders. Leading such freedoms to individuals provides a cause for errors that would be avoided
would a checks and balances mechanism have been developed. Power in most of these
churches is toxic. When coupled with a lack of knowledge, it can lead to disastrous results, as
witnessed by misinformation.

26
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Denial of science, blinding faith, the desire to align all conditions to the written scripture, and
misunderstanding medical conditions are some factors that have led to misinformation on such
matters. Based on analysis of secondary data obtained, it is evident that there was widespread
misinformation originating from the Pentecostal churches. Countries such as Nigeria, Ghana,
Liberia, Tanzania, and Zimbabwe are at the forefront of COVID-19 misinformation. This is directly
related to the domination of the Christian faith and the presence of other factions. Information
regarding the disease being either imaginary, designed by superpowers for dominance,
prophesy, and the use of the vaccine to implement the scriptural mark of the beast are some of
the pieces of misinformation spread.

      Pentecostal churches are heavily invested in communication media owing to their charismatic
nature. Following the closure of churches as a result of bans of public gatherings, mass media
was discovered and provided the much-required boost to reach broader markets. Media
channels used include; TVs, radios, social media channels, radios, and church-owned websites.
Each medium is unique and has advantages, such as freedom to broadcast and incomparable
domination. All these mediums played significant roles in the growth of the Pentecostal church
reach, and by extension, the misinformation. 

      Following the research, it is evident that various triggers for the miscommunication occurred
and are still visible. Misinterpretation of the scriptures, ignorance and arrogance, association of
the African religion with Christianity, literal uptake of the scripture, and possible intentional
misinformation are some reasons. This indicates that many interests exist within the Pentecostal
churches in Africa that need to be investigated further. This research has also revealed that the
churches are influential. Their actions have resulted in direct consequences over the population
despite the campaigns initiated by governments and other health agencies. There is a need for
health agents to take advantage of possible alliances with these churches to improve
communication with Pentecostal church members. 
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